
Succeed in SSAT Elementary with 350
Reading Practice Problems - Test your Grades
And Boost Your Skills!
Are you preparing your child for the SSAT Elementary test? Look no further! Our
comprehensive collection of 350 reading practice problems has been specially
designed to help your child improve their reading skills and ace the exam.

The SSAT Elementary test is an essential step in the admissions process for
private elementary schools. It measures a student's abilities in math, verbal, and
reading comprehension. With our practice problems focusing solely on reading,
we aim to give your child the confidence and knowledge they need to excel in this
important section of the test.

Why Are Reading Skills Crucial for the SSAT Elementary Test?

Reading comprehension is a fundamental skill that plays a vital role in a student's
academic success. On the SSAT Elementary test, the reading section assesses a
student's ability to understand and analyze different types of texts, including
fiction, non-fiction, and poetry. By practicing a diverse range of reading materials,
students can enhance their vocabulary, improve comprehension, and develop
critical thinking skills.
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The Benefits of Using Our 350 Reading Practice Problems

1. Extensive coverage: Our practice problems cover a wide variety of genres and
topics, enabling students to encounter various types of passages they may
encounter on the SSAT Elementary test. This helps them familiarize themselves
with different writing styles and adapt quickly during the actual exam.

2. Skill enhancement: Our practice problems focus on key reading skills, such as
identifying main ideas, making inferences, drawing s, and understanding
figurative language. By practicing these skills, students will strengthen their
overall reading abilities, leading to improved scores on the test.

3. Step-by-step explanations: Each practice problem is accompanied by a
detailed explanation, allowing students to understand why the correct answer is
correct and why the incorrect choices are wrong. This instills a deeper
understanding of the reading strategies required for success on the SSAT
Elementary test.

4. Progress tracking: Our practice problems come with performance tracking
features, enabling students to monitor their progress over time. This helps identify
strengths and weaknesses, allowing for targeted practice to improve specific
areas of reading comprehension.

How to Use Our 350 Reading Practice Problems Effectively
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1. Consistency is key: Encourage your child to commit to regular practice
sessions. This will build their familiarity with different types of passages and
improve their overall reading skills.

2. Time management: The SSAT Elementary test has a time limit for each
section. Emphasize the importance of time management during practice
sessions. Gradually increase the time pressure to simulate the exam environment
and boost your child's ability to answer questions within the allocated time.

3. Analyze mistakes: When reviewing practice problems, pay attention to the
incorrect answers. Understand the reasoning behind the wrong choices, as this
will help your child avoid similar mistakes in the future.

4. Seek guidance if needed: If your child is struggling with specific reading
strategies or concepts, consider seeking guidance from a tutor or teacher. They
can provide additional support and help your child overcome any difficulties.

In

Preparing for the SSAT Elementary test requires focused practice and attention to
detail. By utilizing our collection of 350 reading practice problems, your child will
develop strong reading skills, enhance their comprehension abilities, and boost
their chances of success on the exam. With consistent practice and proper
guidance, your child will be well-prepared and confident to tackle the reading
section of the SSAT Elementary test!
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SSAT ELEMENTARY - 350 READING PRACTICE PROBLEMS ( TESTING FOR
GRADES 3 AND 4 )

SSAT Elementary READING Comprehension practice only!
SSAT Elementary READING Comprehension practice only!

Copyright January 2013 - Test Masters

*** Other SSAT Elementary / Middle / Upper test prep material from “Test
Masters” is available for your Amazon Kindle.

This Kindle eBook only contains SSAT Elementary Level READING selections
and questions. The actual SSAT Elementary Level contains Math, Verbal and
Writing sections as well, but this eBook does NOT cover those sections.

This Kindle eBook is intended for use by current THIRD and FOURTH graders
applying for private schools that require the SSAT Elementary.

From the “The Official Guide to the Elementary Level SSAT for Students in
Grades 3 – 4”
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OVERVIEW OF THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL SSAT
The Elementary Level SSAT is a multiple-choice admission test that consists of
four sections, given in this order:
Quantitative (Math) – 30 Questions, 30 Minutes
Verbal – 30 Questions, 20 Minutes
Break – 15 Minutes (snacks and beverages are allowed during break)
Reading – 28 Questions (seven short passages, each with four questions), 30
Minutes
Writing Sample – 1 Prompt, 15 Minutes
Total Testing Time: 110 Minutes

THE READING SECTION
The Reading section assesses a student’s ability to comprehend what is read.
Students are asked to read through a short passage and then answer a set of
four questions about that passage. Depending on the passage, students may be
asked any of the following types of questions:
CONTENT
Using specific details that are stated in the passage, the student may be asked to
identify main ideas and/or provide answers to questions relating to “who,” “what,”
“where,” “when,” “why,” and “how.”
CONTEXT
Using context clues, the student may be asked to determine the meaning of a
specific word or phrase and choose the correct definition or synonym.
INFERENCE
Using implicit information from the passage, the student may be asked to make
inferences about the behaviors and motives of the author and of the characters
depicted in the passage.
ANALYSIS



Drawing on the information contained in the passage, the student may be asked
to make inferences, predictions, and s.

SSAT Elementary Level Reading selections and questions are sometimes
comparable to fifth and sixth grade level standardized reading tests. Therefore,
students should take their time at first and always look back to the passage for
answers. With adequate practice, all students can become proficient at answering
the main types of SSAT reading questions.

What is the purpose of these SSAT Elementary Level READING Practice Tests?

A pervasive characteristic of SSAT private school admission exams is that they
are very difficult, oftentimes featuring test questions one to three grade levels
above your child’s current public or private school curriculum. The SSAT targets a
small, highly competitive group of students applying for top private schools across
the nation.

Using our years of experience developing training guides for a national test
preparation company, we have created SSAT study materials that closely
approximate the sequence, scope, phrasing and difficulty level of actual exams.
We have accomplished this through years of meticulous research into individual
SSAT test questions and through information acquired from former test
participants.

Parents should not overreact to “lower-than-expected” results. In addition to
SSAT scores, most private schools take into account academic performance,
teacher / counselor / coach recommendations, extracurricular activities and the
personal interview / essay / portfolio in their admissions decision. But, of course,
high SSAT scores help immensely. Remember that every child can improve his or



her SSAT performance with the right mix of effort, instruction, materials,
experience and encouragement!
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The Revolutionary Transformation of Basketball
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understanding of sports science, the way...
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Unlock the Secrets of the Thai Language: Learn
Thai for Beginners
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